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Figure SI 1: Experimental measurements of mitochondrial membrane potential (MMP) at 24h, 48h and 
72h of Y. lipolytica culture. DiOC(6) marker were used at different concentrations to evaluate MMP. 
Basal curves are MMP without OXPHOS inhibition. Oligo condition are MMP reported with 
oligomycin addition to cell culture. MMP are expressed on fold-change compared to ‘zero’ condition 
where all complexes’ inhibitors were added to the culture. MMP globally decreases with culture time 
and practically inhibited on stat-phase (72h).       
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Figure SI 2: Experimental results of citrate production with addition of deferent metabolites on stat-
phase. Compared to the control (CTL) condition, nPG addition stimulates citrate overproduction 
whereas other Krebs metabolites, α-ketoglutarate/oxoglutarate (AKG), carnitine (CARN), malate 
(MAL), pyruvate (PYR), do not significantly change citrate production. Glutathione (GTN) addition to 
Y. lipolytica culture vanishes citrate production. When nPG is added jointed to GTN, citrate is produced 
but to a lesser extent.      
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